I. INTRODUCTION
Trellis coded modulation (TCM) schemes with moderate encoder/decoder complexity are capable of providing coding gains without expanding bandwidth. Several studies have considered the performance of TCM schemes on fading channels [1] , [2] , [3] . Recently, generalized selection combining (GSC) as a means of diversity reception has become of interest [4] , [5] . In a (3
4 7 6
) GSC scheme, the receiver chooses and combines the best 3 out of the 6 available diversity branches. While [3] considers coded bit error performance of TCM with maximal ratio combining (MRC), equal gain combining (EGC) and selection combining (SC) diversity, it does not consider the performance of GSC schemes. The performance analyses in [4] , [5] , on the other hand, consider GSC schemes, but only for uncoded transmissions. Our contribution in this letter is the analysis of the coded bit error performance of TCM with (3 8 4 7 6 ) GSC on i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels. The GSC scheme selects and combines the 3 paths with the largest instantaneous SNRs among the 6 available diversity paths. We derive the performance limits of coherent TCM schemes, expressed in terms of computational cutoff rate [6] , on i.i.d. Rayleigh fading channels with (3
4 6
) GSC diversity. The cutoff rate,
A @
, is shown to be an easy-to-compute logarithmic function of the moment generating function (MGF) of the SNR at the output of the GSC receiver. We illustrate that, to achieve a desired performance, the modulation complexity (alphabet size,
B
) and the GSC receiver complexity (number of paths combined,
3
) can be traded off. For example, at a cutoff rate of 1 bit/s/Hz, 8-PSK with (C ¦ 4 7 D
) GSC provides about the same power efficiency as obtained with QPSK with (E
F 4 D
) GSC. We also derive the pairwise error probability in closed-form, and the union bound on the bit error probability of TCM with (3
4 6
) GSC. The effectiveness of this bound is verified through simulations. 
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), where n is the codeword length. The decoder chooses the sequence which minimizes the decoding metric ) GSC For a discrete B -ary input and continuous output channel, with perfect knowledge of the channel state information (CSI) at the receiver, the cutoff rate, 9 A @ , is defined as [6] 
where n is the length of the codeword 
The quantity
where
Noting that
, and
When v $ w is the transmitted symbol, the received symbol, a H , at time`, at the output of the (3
4 7 6
) GSC is given by
is a complex Gaussian random variable with zero mean and variance
. With this, it is not difficult to show that [7] 
. Upon substituting (9) in (7), the cutoff rate, 9 A @ , is given by
where the moment generating function, MGF, of the random variable
Upon substituting (11) in (10), we obtain the final expression for the cutoff rate, 9 @ .
IV. ERROR PROBABILITY ANALYSIS
The pairwise error probability,
, is the probability that the transmitted sequence 
In (14), h is the number of information bits input to the TCM encoder, ý t is the probability that the codeword 
Ç 4 D
) GSC. These observations illustrate that, in TCM schemes with GSC diversity, the modulation complexity (i.e., alphabet size,
B
) and the GSC receiver complexity (i.e., the number of paths combined,
3
) can be traded off to achieve a desired performance. In [3] , Al-Semari and Fuja derived an expression for the cutoff rate of TCM with selection combining, i.e., (C
¦ 4 6
) GSC, by making use of the Chernoff bound on the pairwise error probability (PEP) of two codewords. Our cutoff rate derivation for the general case of (3
4 7 6
) GSC in Section III, however, is exact and does not involve any bounds/approximations. In Fig. 2 , we compare our exact cutoff rate results with the Chernoff bound based cutoff results of Al-Semari, for 8-PSK and 8 PAM-PSK (this constellation is given in Fig. 4-3-4 of [7] ) with 6 S F . From Fig. 2 , we observe that, for a given e j n o @ , Al-Semari's results overestimate the cutoff rate by about 0.25. Alternately, to achieve a desired 9 ' @ ( 2.75), the Al-Semari's approach underestimates the required e j n á @ by about 2 dB. We simulated a rate-1/2 TCM with two states, with the encoder and the signal set mapping of [2] . Fig. 3 shows the bit error probability bound as well as the simulation results for the rate-1/2 TCM scheme with 2 states for 6 S D and 3 S 1, 2 and 3. It is observed that for moderate to high SNRs, the bound is accurate within about 0.5 dB of the true value of the BER. It ) GSC, achieves a diversity gain of more than 6 dB over the no diversity scheme (i.e.,
S C
) , whereas an additional 2 dB diversity gain can be obtained by combining one more diversity path, i.e., by using (2,3) GSC.
